The domes of the Amalfi Coast: survey and digital representation of complex shapes
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Abstract To know the historic and cultural heritage it is especially interesting the group of domes, which characterize Salerno and the Amalfi Coast. This system displays several differences, which have to be researched if we want to achieve a deep knowledge of the architectonical heritage typical of this territorial context. From metric data acquired as 3D cloud points and filed as informative systems it also has been possible to develop geometric and formal researches to propose digital models of the analyzed domes. The presented research intends to act in two guiding principles: - to verify, in the field of digital representation and storage of architectural heritage, the capabilities of methodologies used for the RGB point clouds scanning; - to implement data and images scanned with an analysis and a visualization procedure, based on digital instruments in which the multiple levels of information space can explain the quantitative and qualitative relations beyond the objects themselves.
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